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Visual Cash Focus - User Tip 8 
 
How do I Import a chart of accounts? 
 

 
The Scenario 
 

How to import a chart of accounts into Visual Cash Focus 
  

One of the key features of Visual Cash Focus is its ability to integrate with any 

ledger system and model all accounting transactions into the future. This is 
achieved by using the same chart descriptions, account codes and profit 
centre structure as the host ledger system. 

 
Using the same chart of accounts is important because. 

 

1. It allows for the direct importing of each “period end” ledger results 
2. It allows for the importing of budget and revised forecast data from 

other systems including spreadsheets 

3. It provides an account ordering options for reporting purposes 
4. Model integrity is enhanced by locking into the opening balances for 

each new periods forecast 
5. It provides the basis for consolidations and inter-company eliminations 
6. It allows the Report Wizard to generate “across page” line by line 

result comparisons and prior period variance reporting 
7. It enables multiple ledger systems to be mapped to a common chart. 

 

Note that each time a new account line is added Cash Focus automatically 
generates a system account code for the line (e.g. # 121). This code can be 
over typed with any preferred alpha numeric or combined account code up to 

19 characters long. 
 
For most users importing a chart is a one-off event and a service we provide. 
We recommend Chartered Accountants use their practice systems chart and 

either save special or customised “Chart Sets” into the software defaults (so 
that they can be used as a pick list at the start of each new client model) or 
use the Actual results mapping set to map the clients ledger system to the 

practice chart. This will short cut the time to create new client models and 
standardize the look of each client model. 
 
Our recommendation is to ALWAYS use the account codes from the 

ledger system that the actual results are most likely to come from. 
 
 

There are two methods available for importing a chart of accounts 
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Suggested Solution One – Importing a chart of accounts 
 

The process for importing a Chart of Accounts is summarized as follows 
 

1. Create a NEW model and enter the “Organisation Details” and “Periods” 
 

2. Under Accounts and Budgets go to Revenues and of new account line from 
the ledger chart including the account code.  

 

 
 
3. Repeat step (2) for Direct Costs and Expenses. 

 
4. Next Click FILE, EXPORT/IMPORT and choose Universal Import/Export 

from Spreadsheets 

 
5. Choose ACCOUNTS and EXPORT 
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6. Click FILE TYPE and choose Excel Worksheet 

 
7. Click FILE NAME then navigate to a destination folder and click SAVE then 

click “Do the Export”. 
 

 
 
8. Now find the export spreadsheet and open it 

 

 
 

9. Drag the mouse across all columns and resize them. Note the formatting 

around the account lines generated by VCF. The formatting indicates the 
type of account, its location and the hierarchy (under which folder the 

account is located). 

 
10. Locate the Revenue and Expense lines added in points 2 and 3 above then 

cut and paste these to the bottom of the spreadsheet as shown. 
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11. Now cut and paste the new chart descriptions and account codes 
underneath the revenue and expense lines shown. 

 
12. Copy the formatting in columns A, B, E, F, G, H and I down for the new 

account lines. Confirm column F has the correct folder reference and H 
has the correct account type. 

 

 
 

13. When finished click Save and close the spreadsheet 

 
14. In VCF click FILE, EXPORT/IMPORT and choose Universal Import/Export 

from Spreadsheets 

 
15. Choose ACCOUNTS and leave the default setting IMPORT 
 
16. Click FILE TYPE and choose Excel Worksheet 

 
17. Click FILENAME and Navigate to the spreadsheet 
 

18. Select the spreadsheet, choose IMPORT then DO IT.  
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19. Click OK as shown. Note the message is indicating that 7 new lines were 
imported and the existing 64 were replaced with the same. 

 

20. Repeat this process until all accounts are imported 
 

21. Click Accounts and Budgets and review the imported account lines 
 

Importing Tips - Our preference is to import Fixed Assets and any other balance 
sheet account that have consistent account properties.  
Because Bank accounts require a twin account they should be added manually.  
Where possible incorporate the default accounts into the new chart. E.g. Prepayments 
under Current Liabilities only requires a new account code.  
Accounts are imported by description. This means that it is not possible to import two 
accounts with exactly the same description. If this is requires add a dot or dash to the 
description to make them unique. 
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Suggested Solution Two – Importing a chart of accounts 
 
Visual Cash Focus has additional capability to import accounts from another package 
using lookup sets. This feature is Under the File menu, Export/import, Lookup Sets 

(for importing accounts) as shown below. 
 

 
 

 
 
 
To see how it works, there are three files located in the Tutorial folder under the 

VCF8 folder on your hard disk. 

 
• rep_acc.txt 

• 1_pastel_account_range.xls 

• 2_pastel_lookup_set.xls 
 

We will explain the technique using these files. 
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Note: The client who commissioned us to make this new routine uses the “Pastel” 

accounting package. The techniques are equally as valid if you are using any 
accounting package. 

 
a) Rep_acc.txt is taken directly from an accounting package, in this case Pastel. 

Open this in notepad so you can see what it contains. The two "columns" of data 

we are interested in are the account number and the account name. The rest is 
not relevant. We will import this file into Visual Cash Focus using the new 

module. (Close notepad). 

  
b) To be able to import this file into Visual Cash Focus, we need to have a way to 

tell Visual Cash Focus what each account is. E.g. which accounts are sales, 

expenses, fixed assets etc. We have created a "lookup set" called 
1_pastel_account_range.xls. You can open it in Excel and take a look, but it will 

be more meaningful if you import it into Visual Cash Focus. Close Excel before 

continuing. 
  

To import the lookup set try this: 

• Start a new model  

• From the main map go to File, Import Export, and choose Lookup set.  
• Click New on the toolbar as usual to start a new lookup set. Call it: 1. 

Pastel account range. 

 Now we need to get the grid filled:-  
  

• At the bottom, click on the Import button. 

• Find 1_pastel_account_range.xls on your hard disk (in the Tutorial folder) 
and import it.  

  

You should see the grid filled with several lines. You probably want to explore all five 
pages of the grid. The info buttons on each page explain what it does. 
  
Note: The minimum requirement is that page 1 must be defined. This is the only way 

that Visual Cash Focus can know which account type to use for each account 
number. The other pages are optional (if they are not filled in, Visual Cash Focus will 
use defaults). Obviously the more information you enter, the better. 

  
c) So now we have a lookup set that is ready for use. We can use it to import the 

Pastel accounts. Do this:- 

• Go to File menu, Import export, and choose the Universal import option.  

• The "dot" is already on Accounts. Click on page 2.  
• We will be importing text file, so choose the first item in the list.  
• Click on page 3. Find rep_acc.txt on your hard disk.  

• Do not click “Do the import” yet.  
• Click on page 4. Here you select some options.  

• Click on method 2 (account range). In the selector, make sure that the 
lookup set is: 1. Pastel account range.  

So now you are ready: you've told it to import the text file using the appropriate 
lookup set to determine the account type of each account. So: 
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• Click on Page 3 and then click on Do the import. 

 That's it. It takes a minute or two and then tells you how many accounts have been 

imported.  

• Return to the map.  
• Go to periods and enter 15 periods.  

• Go to the Accounts and budget form and you will see the accounts have 
been imported into the appropriate place.  

d) Note: We have provided another lookup set which defines every account 
individually. 

• Go to File menu, Import export, and choose Lookup set.  
• Click New on the toolbar as usual to start a new lookup set.  
• Say Yes to the message. Call this set: 2 Pastel lookup set. 

To get the grid filled:-  

• At the bottom, click on the Import button.  

• Find 2_pastel_lookup_set.xls on your hard disk and import it.  

Start a new model. You can again import rep_acc.txt, this time using the lookup set: 
2 Pastel lookup set. You will achieve the same result. 
  

Note: Where every line is defined (as in set 2), you can use that as the template for 
creating the accounts. The "Alternative method" on the options page will do that for 

you (in this case you won’t import the text file; instead the lookup set itself is used). 

This may be useful for some users. 
  

There are a lot of information buttons explaining the procedures. You may want to 

try to use it for your accounts. 
 

Note that you only have to define the account type. The software will make 

assumptions about the rest. But you probably will want to define some of the 
accounts in more detail. 


